Setup:
Shuffle the Plot Cards and set them in various stacks around the
table. Place the Trope Cards in the middle of the table.
All Storytellers draw a hand of eight Plot Cards. Give three
Voting Tokens to each Storyteller. The Storyteller who most
recently finished reading a book is the first Editor of the game.

Rules for Plot Twist

Plot Twist is a storytelling card game for four to seven players.
All players are Storytellers and use Plot Cards, combined with a
little imagination, to tell short stories prompted by Trope Cards.

The Editor chooses the Trope Card for the round, votes first after
all stories have been told, keeps the game moving if Storytellers
are taking too long, and casts the deciding vote in the event of
a tie. Remember, Editors will also tell stories during each round!

How To Play:
The Editor draws three Trope Cards. They choose their favorite
to be used for the round and place the remaining Trope Cards at
the bottom of the deck. In a dramatic voice, the Editor reads the
Trope Card aloud to the other Storytellers.
Storytellers each tell their version of the prompted story using
up to five Plot Cards from their hand. Any Storyteller can tell
their story first. Storytellers should place each Plot Card they use
on the table as they get to that point in their stories. Leave them
on the table to use as reference for the voting round.

Trope Cards provide a familiar story prompt inspired from all
over fiction, media, and history. Storytellers use this
information to tell a story using their hand of Plot Cards.

After all Storytellers have told their stories, voting begins. All
Storytellers should quickly recap their stories to the group.
Starting with the Editor, and then moving around the table to
the Editor’s right, Storytellers cast their three votes. Storytellers
place as many of their Voting Tokens as they’d like on the story
of their choice, while explaining their reasoning. Remember,
Storytellers can’t vote for their own story!
In the event of a tie between two or more stories, Storytellers
recast their votes for only the stories that tied. Winning
Storytellers don’t vote in the event of a tie, leaving the
remaining Storytellers to recast their votes. If the vote is tied
again, the Editor of the round casts the tie-breaking vote and
declares a winning story, even if one of the tied stories is their
own.

Plot Cards contain story clichés, action beats, hilarious
moments, random events, or badass maneuvers. Storytellers
use up to five Plot Cards to tell simple, exaggerated, or outright
insane stories based on the selected Trope Card prompt.
After all stories have been told, Storytellers cast votes for their
favorites. The story with the most votes wins a point. The
Storyteller with the most points at the end of the game
becomes the Master Storyteller – and the winner of the game!

What’s Included in this Print and Play?:
70 Trope Cards / 430 Plot Cards
What Else Do You Need?:
Three Voting Tokens per Storyteller – coins or pieces from other
games work best.

The winning Storyteller takes the Trope Card from the round
and keeps it face-down in front of them to act as their winning
point. All Storytellers draw back up to eight Plot Cards and
collect their three Voting Tokens. Discard the previous Plot
Cards. The person to the right of the Editor becomes the next
Editor and begins the next round.

Winning The Game:
The winner is decided after everyone has been the Editor once.
After the final round of stories has been told, determine which
Storyteller has the most points.
If there is a tie, the tied Storytellers tell one last story. The other
Storytellers vote as normal to decide the winner. The Editor for
the tiebreaker round is the next Storyteller in the order who is
not involved in telling a story.
The winning Storyteller is crowned the Master Storyteller and
reigns in glory – until the next game of Plot Twist, that is!

Example Story

This picture shows your hand of Plot Cards and the chosen Trope
Card for this round.

Quick Tips For Telling An Awesome Story

Use Broad Strokes! | These stories should be told in broad
strokes – ignore punctuation, grammar, and tenses on Plot
Cards and Trope Cards and change them to tell the story you
want to tell. Use the cards as inspiration, not law!
How Do I Story? | Tell stories creatively by stitching together Plot
Cards that exactly match the prompt, completely unconnected
Plot Cards, or even by conjuring up ridiculous events to pair
random Plot Cards together. If you can justify it – you can do it!
First Person Is Best Person! | There’s no need to invent a city full
of characters – tell stories as if they’re happening to you.
Go First, Or Don’t! | Tell their story whenever you’re ready – feel
free to go first, or wait and tell your story last. There’s an
advantage to waiting to see what everyone else does, but if you
wait too long, you may have to top an excellent story!

You pick five Plot Cards from your hand and use them to tell the
story of how you escaped from being Stuck In An Elevator. As
you get to each Plot Card you chose, you place it on the table in
front of you:
“So, there I was, stuck in this elevator. I’ve never gotten stuck in
one before, but – of course – there’s a first time for everything.
“I didn’t have any water or food, my phone battery was dead,
and – hilariously – I really had to use the bathroom. So, all in all,
this wasn’t the best time for this to happen!
“But – thankfully – I grew up with
terrible scientist parents! They
subjected me to all sorts of horrific
genetic alterations by making me
sleep in a hot tub of stem cells every
night until I turned twelve. I always
judged them for this, until the day I
realized I could shoot beams of
energy from my hands! And that’s
when I got my revenge, using my
power to crush them both into cubes,
which I still use today as ottomans
and coasters!
“So, thanks to the foresight of my
late, terrible parents, I was able to use
my energy beam shooting powers to
melt the door and climb right out
without a second thought. And after I
used the bathroom and made my way
home, I sat down on the couch, put
my feet up on my ottoman father, put
my drink down on my coaster mother,
and enjoyed some excellent take
out!”

Don’t Be So Literal! | You don’t have to use your Plot Cards
literally – every Plot Card can be used in many ways. For
example, Putting Your Foot In Your Mouth could mean ‘saying
the wrong thing and getting yourself in trouble,’ or it could
mean ‘actually putting your foot in your mouth!’
See How It’s Done! | Veteran Storytellers may want to begin
with their stories so new Storytellers can hear an example story.
Put Your Cards Down! | You may want to choose Plot Cards in
advance and place them on the table until it’s your turn, or hunt
through your hand for Plot Cards as you tell your story –
whatever works best for you is right!
No Comments From The Peanut Gallery! | Don’t interrupt others
with comments, suggestions, or arguments about story logic or
plot holes – let them tell their story the way they want!
Forgot The Prompt? | If you get halfway through your story and
realize you forgot to actually follow the prompt on the Trope
Card, don’t worry – just keep telling the story you came up with
– everyone might like your story better that way!
Whatever Works For You! | Start your story however you’d like –
start by immediately using a Plot Card, or spend a bit setting up
the scene before using your Plot Cards all in a row!
Make ‘em Laugh, Make ‘em Cry! | Don’t worry about telling the
funniest story, or leading up to a punchline – tell whatever kind
of story you’d like. If a poignant, heartfelt, dark, depressing, sad,
ridiculous, evil, or random story comes to mind, tell it!
Still want more tips? | Check plottwistgame.com for videos, story
samples, and additional advice on how to craft amazing stories!

Quick Tips For Casting Your Vote

Don’t just vote for the funniest story – if there’s a thoughtful,
horrific, or poignant story that really gets your attention, vote
your heart!
Reflect for a moment before you cast your vote, so you can
remember what you liked about each story. Use the Plot Cards
left on the table to jog your memory. Don’t just give your votes
to the last story that was told or to kiss up to the host of the
party!
If you can’t decide which was your favorite story, throw your
weight around – give one person all your votes, or split the pot
among many stories!
Feel free to explain what you liked best about each story, or to
explain your reasoning for choosing which stories get your
votes – just don’t be a mean critic!

FAQ

I’m bad at improv. Will I be bad at Plot Twist?
No way! The cards really do a good job providing inspiration. Let
your brain do some pattern recognition as you look at the Plot
Cards in your hand – you’ll be surprised at what connections pop
out at you!
Will I be able to purchase Plot Twist anytime soon?
Yes! I’m planning to launch a Kickstarter campaign in March
2016. Subscribe to our newsletter on plottwistgame.com or
follow us on Twitter, Facebook, or Instagram (plottwistgame).
I have an amazing question for you.
Feel free to email me at plottwistgame@gmail.com or message
me on Twitter, Facebook, or Instagram (plottwistgame) and I’ll
do my best to answer your amazing question.

Plot Twist – A Storytelling Card Game
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playtesters who have helped make this game actually fun to play!
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The heat death
of the universe.

A dance party.

Self-medicating.

A multiple
car pile-up.

A sudden,
but inevitable,
betrayal.

Complete
asteroidal
obliteration.

Squandered
wealth.

Sinkbeard,
the pirate who
couldn't swim.

A hot tub full
of stem cells.

A dragon
eats you.

Bionic organ
replacements.

Spontaneous
human combustion.

A terrible
disguise.

Lost in space.

An obvious
hiding place.

Ten seconds until
self-destruct.

A fight to
the death.

Mutant
powers.

Erased from
existence.

Warping reality.

A battle of
the bands.

Catching
someone's eye
from across a
crowded room.

Flying cars.

Terrible parents.

Baking items
into desserts.

Graduating with
a useless degree.

Always
second-best.

Stuck outside
while naked.

Unrequited love.

Making out in
the back of a car.

Resurrecting.

Getting tested.

Article 4,
Paragraph 7,
Subsection B.

Faking doing work
at the office.

Winning the
approval of
your peers.

Forgetting
the password.

Adult situations.

An internet
auction.

Being outsmarted
by children.

Pretending to
be stupid.

A mistaken
identity.

Edited memories.

Getting so drunk
that you forget
everything that
happened.

A drinking
contest.

Jumping from a
moving vehicle.

The person you'd
least expect.

Helpful advice
from a talking
animal.

Surgery.

Food poisoning.

Jumping out of
an airplane.

A computer virus.

Getting
pulled over.

Cracking
open a safe.

A romantic
restaurant.

Running
out of gas.

The lights
go out.

A cabin in
the middle of
the woods.

An arm wrestling
competition.

Landing on
the moon.

Genetic
alterations.

The least likely
thing that has
ever happened.

Ironic
consequences.

Switching bodies.

Selling your body.

Losing a sense.

The bad guys win.

Invincibility.

Your fourth
identical quintuplet
shows their
ugly face.

Learning to
love again.

Being incapable
of completing the
simplest of tasks.

Winning by
one vote.

Constant lateness.

Cheating to win.

Deliberately
losing.

Defeating the
master at their
own game.

False advertising.

A short jump
through time.

Opening
someone else's
mail.

Killing a
superior officer to
get a promotion.

Getting
nominated.

Going into labor.

Brainwashing.

The worst
possible timing.

A water
balloon fight.

A hostage
situation.

A rooftop chase.

A lost child.

Graduating from
clown college.

Unexpected twins.

A bitey animal.

Ritual suicide.

Poor city
planning.

Bashing someone
on the head to
knock them out.

Going through
a drive-thru.

Losing your head.

Losing your
self-esteem.

Holding
your breath.

A big red
button.

Instantaneous
teleportation.

A time paradox.

Way too
many cats.

A long-lost
sibling.

Caring too much.

An
all-you-can-eat
buffet.

Never getting
up off the couch.

Doing things
yourself.

Reviving an
extinct species.

Changing size.

Faking being
someone's
reflection by
mimicking their
every move.

A reversal
of gravity.

Getting turned
to stone.

Big city living.

Eating an
entire pizza.

Deadly poison.

Fighting fire
with fire.

Ordering
take out.

Falling asleep
in class.

Black lights.

Getting stuck
in a tree.

Gambling.

Dropping a baby.

Jet lag.

Taking a
road trip.

Using parkour
to get to
hard-to-reach
places.

A laser gun that
only vaporizes
clothes.

X-ray specs that
actually work.

Broken glasses.

Global
thermonuclear
war.

A secret
underground lair.

Shooting a lock
to break it open.

Five of your
Earth minutes.

Breaking the
laws of physics.

Getting struck
by lightning.

Tricking someone
into thinking their
shoe is untied.

You know that
they know that
you know.

Breaking the
encryption.

Running into
things while
texting.

Being born under
the wrong sign.

Good intentions.

Diving into
a volcano.

Giant explosions.

Too much salt.

Sticking a fork
into an electrical
outlet.

Bringing a
power washer to a
water gun fight.

A get-rich-quick
scheme that
actually works.

Can't stop
hiccupping.

Rewriting history.

Cloud seeding.

Hitting something
really hard to
make it work.

An improvised
flamethrower.

Being abducted.

The power
goes out.

A duel.

Not being able
to feel pain.

A birthday wish
that comes true.

Quick-changing
weather.

A sabotaged
treadmill.

Pulling off a
one-in-a-million
shot.

Grabbing onto
a ceiling fan and
spinning around
the room.

Going viral.

Growing
more arms.

Cutting the
red wire.

Taking things into
your own hands.

The sun goes
supernova.

Continuing your
family line.

Jumping off a
tall building.

Being left-handed.

Catapults.

A traffic jam.

Letting out all
the zoo animals.

Getting frisked.

Being awesome.

Lost baggage.

Wrong directions.

Getting put
into stasis.

Running into the
clone you didn't
know you had.

A bank robbery.

Picking a lock.

A heart-pounding
chase sequence.

Finally quenching
your thirst for
vengeance.

A love letter.

A really bad
hangover.

Editing a
Wikipedia entry to
win an argument.

Flipping a coin to
make a decision.

A long-distance
relationship.

Forgetting to
lock the door.

Amnesia.

Awakening an
ancient evil.

A heroic sacrifice.

A pie that smells
so good that the
odor lifts you
off the ground.

Forgetting about
daylight savings
time.

Singlehandedly
defeating an
entire army.

Free samples.

Deliberately
exposing someone
to the thing they're
allergic to.

Destroying
someone's
childhood.

Breaking a leg.

Calling out sick.

Two weeks
notice.

Going on
vacation.

Unlimited refills.

Getting burned.

Joining a cult.

Malfunctioning
brakes.

Making an epic,
rousing speech,
on the spot, to
convince someone
to do whatever
you want.

Suddenly stopping
an escalator,
sending people
flying everywhere.

Falling down
some stairs.

Skipping a level.

Selling things
to a pawn shop.

Upgrades.

Tripping.

Taking supplies
from work.

Hiding in the
wheel well of
an airplane.

Mailing yourself
somewhere to save
on transportation
costs.

Being the
most humble.

Getting run over.

Swinging in
on a rope.

Melting.

A one-punch
knockout.

Summer love.

Being set-up.

Turning on the
news at exactly the
right moment to
hear information
relating to your
situation.

Reading the
thoughts of
other people.

So much guilt.

Starting a fire
with your mind.

Using telekinesis
to float things
around.

Faster-than-light
travel.

Getting blown out
of an airlock.

Being crushed
into a cube.

A love potion.

Robot overlords.

A stolen fortune.

Being very
convincing.

Solving
world hunger.

Achieving
world peace.

Getting
buried alive.

Learning magic.

Casting a spell.

Coming of age.

Jumping into
a giant pile
of leaves.

Online dating.

Buying a house.

A door-to-door
salesman.

Stealing a car.

Mowing down
pedestrians.

Filling in
the blanks.

Reading between
the lines.

Destroying the
evidence.

Paintball.

Shooting beams
of energy from
your hands.

Standing at the top of
a mountain, during a
thunderstorm,
screaming at the sky,
daring a higher power
to destroy you.

Acting like a
robot to fool
other robots.

A secret admirer.

Burning up in the
atmosphere.

Flirting just the
right amount to get
what you want.

Pursuing
your dreams
and failing.

Making clones
to harvest
their organs.

No signal.

Downloading
your brain into
a new body.

Having children.

Destroying
everything
from orbit.

Writing a
phone number
on your hand.

Changing your
clothes in a
phone booth.

Stealing
street signs.

Deliberately
making people
angry.

Mixing random
chemicals to see
what happens.

It's opposite day.

Making a fool of
yourself in front of
millions of people.

Building a friend.

Donating
your body
to science.

Being a robot
all along.

Using an orbital
magnifying glass
that focuses the
sun into a powerful
laser beam to burn
down everything.

Getting booed
off the stage.

Suddenly realizing
that you're on
camera.

Sneaking into
the White House.

Having everything
fail because you
messed up a tiny bit
of math at the
beginning of
your calculation.

Getting trapped
on a ski lift.

Getting your
future read by
a real psychic.

Acidic blood.

Asking for change.

Whatever
you want.

Knocking over
a wedding cake.

Being scared
to death.

Getting encased
in concrete.

Being removed
by security.

The power
of love.

Accidentally
texting the
wrong person.

Finding something
abandoned and
taking it.

Getting kicked
really hard in
the shin.

A malfunctioning
ATM that shoots
out money.

Weapons-grade
plutonium.

Waking up.

Actually slipping
on a banana peel.

Hitting someone
with a champagne
cork.

Two days until
retirement.

Working for an
internet start-up.

Poor
sportsmanship.

Everything
goes wrong.

Wanton
destruction.

Replacing
a light bulb.

Living a
normal life.

Loaded dice.

Missing your
anniversary.

Easily guessable
passwords.

Shooting yourself
in the foot.

Getting
caught outside
in the rain.

Free two-day
shipping.

Crossing the street
without looking
both ways.

A board with
a nail sticking
out of it.

Making it rain.

Getting shocked
by a taser.

Voter fraud.

Calling for
backup.

Radioactive
animal bites.

Pulling the
fire alarm.

Glow-in-the-dark
skin.

Putting your foot
in your mouth.

Being
double-jointed.

Invisible
spider webs.

Being haunted.

Being framed.

Having an itch
you just can't
scratch.

Always the
sidekick, never
the hero.

An automatic win.

A city-long
slip-and-slide.

Finding the
nuclear launch
codes.

Chicken noodle
soup.

Still hungry.

Scaling a building
from the outside.

CPR.

Getting mugged.

Getting picked up
by a tornado.

Regretting
everything.

Winning the
big game.

Waiting a long
time for someone
to finish.

Looking through
a photo album
and reminiscing
about times past.

Sitting in front of
a fire on a leather
chair, drinking an
excellent scotch.

Toys that come to
life when no one
is watching.

Raising money
with a car wash.

Having claws
instead of hands.

Hovering above
the ground.

A grand opening.

Stepping on
the sharp edge of
a tape dispenser.

Reliving the
glory days.

A piece of cake.

Getting hit
by a meteor.

Dehydration.

Music that's
too damn loud.

Falling head
over heels.

Splitting
the check.

Attempting to
be charming.

Mispronouncing
the word 'gif.'

Having an
identity crisis.

Hearing
something you
weren't supposed
to hear.

Cartoon physics.

No one
believes you.

Pure insanity.

Crimes against
humanity.

Driving through
a red light.

Serves 2-4
people.

Giving up
caffeine.

Losing your
skeleton.

Unconditional
surrender.

Bribery.

Keeping secrets.

A pocket
dimension where
time flows at a
different speed
than regular time.

Super speed.

Can't tell a lie.

Buy one,
get one free.

Sleeping through
an alarm.

Out of coffee.

Getting
everyone sick.

A latent hypnotic
trigger word.

A dead battery.

Debauchery.

Getting mistaken
for somebody else.

Getting hit
in the face.

Jumping onto a
boat, just as it
pulls away from
the dock.

A dark and
stormy night.

Passing over
train tracks,
just before an
oncoming train
races through.

Diving through
a portal, just
before it closes.

Sliding under a
door, then reaching
back for your hat,
just before it closes.

Getting
separated from
the tour group.

Putting your briefcase
down next to an
identical-looking
briefcase, then
grabbing the wrong
one when you leave.

Leaving the
jurisdiction of the
police, just before
they catch you,
allowing you to
escape.

Sacrificing
your firstborn.

A not-so-evil twin.

Distracting an
angry animal
with a big hunk
of meat.

A giant mech
that you sit inside
and control.

Using random
items you find lying
around to build
something useful.

The last member
of a species.

It's probably
nothing.

It's everybody
else's fault.

Left at the altar.

Extensive delays.

A mutual
breakup.

The blood of
your enemies.

Riding in
on a horse.

Getting
remarried.

Overclocking
your brain.

Hilarity ensues.

The oldest trick
in the book.

Kung fu fighting.

Roasting
marshmallows.

Slowly running
out of oxygen.

You're not
the father.

Invisibility.

Complete and
utter chaos.

A universal
blood donor.

A brain in a jar.

Operating heavy
machinery while
on medication.

A hidden
recording device.

A limited
engagement.

Living to fight
another day.

Splicing together
the DNA of various
animals to create
a super-animal.

A skull.

Leaving a bad tip.

Extra cheese.

No shirt,
no shoes,
no service.

Running
into a door.

A flat tire.

Dying the way
you lived.

An exorcism.

Everybody dies.

A shaken-up
soda that explodes
when opened.

An incredibly
obvious bomb.

Missing the turn.

The lines have
been cut.

You have to unlock a
door really fast, but you
can't figure out which
key on the giant ring of
keys you have is the
right one, so you have
to go through every key,
one at a time, as fast as
you can.

Reaching
enlightenment.

This is not a drill.

Such Viral,
Very Meme

Alien
Invasion

Meet Cute

The internet has many important uses,
like providing information on current
events and allowing you to keep up
with your friends – and spawning
absolutely insane viral videos and
memes!

We got the attention of beings from
outer space, but their plans for us
aren't friendly – an alien armada is
orbiting the planet and they're going
to attack!

When you first met your partner, you
completely
embarrassed
and
humiliated yourself – but you certainly
made an impression!

What's the next trending internet
meme going to be?

What's your plan to save the Earth
from the alien invasion?

Tell us the story of how "charmed"
your partner off their feet.

The Perfect
First Date

Every Dragon
Gets Its Day

Rags To Riches

You're about to go out on a first date
and you're understandably nervous –
you'd better make it memorable or
there won't be second one!

His royal majesty has tasked you with
slaying a dangerous dragon that's
threatening the kingdom and its
subjects.

From the 99% to the 1%, your meteoric
rise of economy is ridiculous – you've
finally managed to become filthy rich
and live in luxury.

What are your plans for the perfect
first date?

Tell us the glorious tale of how you
defeat the fire-breathing beast and
fight to save your kingdom.

Tell us the story of how you pulled
yourself up by your bootstraps and
earned your riches and wealth.

No Prison Can
Hold You

Be Careful What
You Wish For

All Your Base Are
Belong To Us

You've
decided
that
your
accommodations are awful and you're
ready to check out of prison. After
careful planning, you're ready to make
your escape.

Your wish came true, but it was
nowhere near as awesome as you
thought – thanks to good old ironic
consequences!

While you were out saving the day,
your greatest enemy snuck in and
claimed your home base as their own.
This will not stand!

Tell us what happens when you
attempt your escape!

What was your wish and what went
wrong when you got exactly what you
wanted?

How do you plan to flush out your
enemy to reclaim what is rightfully
yours?

Stuck In
A Time Loop

Start Of
Darkness

What Lurks
Beneath

You're stuck in a time loop, reliving one
terrible day of your miserable life over
and over. There's only way to escape –
live a better life!

Evil villains don't always start out evil.
You tried to live your life well and do
some good for society, but when
something terrible happened to you,
you turned to the dark side.

There's a mysterious monster lurking
beneath the city, living in its sewers
and terrifying its citizens. You take it
upon yourself to defeat it and save the
day!

Tell us the story of your villainous
origins.

You descend into the sewers and
attempt to take it out. What happens?

With an infinite amount of the same
day to put to use, how do you better
yourself to finally escape the loop?

Parent
For A Day

A Monster
Under The Bed

Standing Up
To The Boss

Your best friends got married and had
a kid and now they're asking you for a
favor – they want you to babysit!
There's no way this will go well.

Your parents didn't believe you when
you said there was a monster under
the bed – and now it's trying to get
you! You'll have to save yourself!

Your coworkers tell you it's a bad idea,
but you know you deserve that raise –
you just have to convince your boss!

When they come back to pick up their
child, they ask how everything went.
Tell them all the terrible details!

Using all your five-year-old smarts,
defeat the monster under your bed –
but don't wake up your parents!

Been There,
Shaped History

Way To Fix
It, Villain

Race Against
The Clock

While doing research, you find a
picture of yourself in the background
of a famous historical event –
obviously, you're responsible for
history unfolding as we know it!

You've successfully captured the hero!
When he asks you what you're
planning, you decide to tell him your
entire evil plan – you just can't help an
opportunity to monologue!

There's only five minutes left before
the doomsday device will implode the
city and kill everyone. Of course, you're
the only person nearby who can try to
stop it!

What famous event did you travel
back in time to and what was your role
in history?

Tell us about your evil plan – and be
sure to insist that it can't be stopped!

What's your plan to disarm the
weapon without setting it off? Can
you stop it in time?

You Vs. You

Winning
The Lottery

Suicide
Mission

You discover that you’re being
followed – by a clone of yourself! They
challenge you to fight to prove who is
the 'real' you. It’s the ultimate battle of
the self!

You beat the odds and won the
multi-million dollar Giant Mega
Jackpot Lottery. Congratulations! You
decide to take the lump sum and
immediately start to spend your riches.

Your mission: to breach the enemy
base, download their mainframe, and
get out alive – but now that you're
pinned down by gunfire, it's looking
more like a one way trip.

How do you defeat someone who
knows your every strength and
weakness?

What do you do with your newfound
wealth?

How do you escape their base with the
data – and also your life – intact?

Heroic
Origin Story

Job Interview

Crossing
The Desert

Every hero has their origin story – the
story of how they overcame adversity,
gained powers, and saved the day, just
in the nick of time.

Thanks for coming in to chat with us!
We're looking for someone with a lot
of experience and you might just be
that person for the job.

Tell us about how you became the
hero you are today.

What are your qualifications and
previous job experience? Are you the
person we're looking for?

After months of traveling, you're close
to reaching your destination. All that's
left is to get across the vast, dangerous
desert in front of you without
succumbing to dehydration, mirages,
and heat stroke!

Explain to your boss what you've done
to deserve a raise this year – and don't
take "no" for an answer!

Tell us how you survive your trek
across the desert.

Mutiny On The
Space-Bounty

Late To Your
Own Wedding

The Perfect
Crime

Starship life gets tough when your
captain makes terrible command
decisions – now you're surrounded by
hostile aliens! It's time for you, the
second-in-command, to step in before
things get worse!

After a fun night of celebrating, it’s
finally your wedding day! So, of course,
you've managed to oversleep – and
your car and phone are nowhere to be
found!

You'd be lying if you said you haven't
thought about committing a crime.
Well, now’s your chance to tell us what
you've always wanted to do –
hypothetically, of course!

There’s only an hour before the
ceremony – how do you make it in
time to say, "I do?"

What's your dream illegal activity?

How do you contain the situation,
Acting-Captain?

Can't Pay
The Bills

Dream
Sequence

Zombie
Uprising

Mismanaging your funds has made
you delinquent on all your outstanding
bills. You have one week to come up
with the money – or else it's
bones-breaking time!

In the middle of the best dream of your
life, your alarm clock goes off and
wakes you up. You know it's time to
get up and go to work, but all you care
about is that dream!

It's just another normal day – until
your next-door neighbor starts craving
your brains. Now, you'll have to survive
the oncoming zombie horde until help
arrives.

How do you scrounge up enough
money in time?

What can you remember about your
amazing dream?

How do you manage to stay alive –
and unbitten – until the army comes to
save you?

The End Is
Approaching

After The End

Airplane
Catalog

The world's top scientists tried their
best to destroy it, but they failed – an
asteroid is on a direct course to Earth
and the planet is doomed.

Governments have been destroyed,
society has crumbled, and the world is
a dangerous place – it's just another
normal day after the end of the world
as we knew it.

You didn't bring anything to entertain
yourself on this flight! Thankfully,
every single seat comes with an
amazing magazine – the seat-back
airplane catalog!

You have 24 hours left before you get
disintegrated with the rest of
humanity. How do you choose to
spend it?

How do you survive – and try to
rebuild your life – in the remnants of
civilization?

What amazing items are inside and
what cool things can they do?

A High Seas
Pirate Escapade

Stuck In An
Elevator

Press
Conference

Avast, it's a pirate's life for ye! Sailing
through storms, getting scurvy, and
the most fun thing of all – pirating!

You've used elevators your entire life,
but nothing prepared you for getting
stuck in one! After yelling for help, you
realize no one can hear you – you're
going to have to get yourself out of
this one.

You have big news to tell, so you
decide to hold a press conference to
announce it. All the microphones are
set up and the crowd is dying to hear
what you have to say.

Yer hearty crew and ye are after the
infamous Sinkbeard's treasure. In yer
best pirate voice, tell us how ye find it!

How will you make your daring
escape?

What do you announce at your press
conference?

It's All In
The Cards

Elevator Pitch

The Next
Big Thing

Have you been holding on to an
awesome story from the beginning of
the game? Well, now's the time to tell
it!

A rich executive just got on the
elevator with you and – coincidentally
– you have an amazing idea that needs
an rich investor to get off the ground
floor.

You've been working hard to develop a
new product that will change the
world. After dozens of prototypes and
years of testing, you're finally ready to
announce it!

Use as many Plot Cards as you need
from your hand to tell whatever epic
story comes to mind!

Quickly pitch your idea before you lose
your captive audience!

Tell us about your amazing new
product and how it will change the
world.

Police Report

Objection!

Badass Boast

Last night, on the 2100 block of 10th
Street, there was a disturbance. Since
you were the only witness, the police
bring you down to the station to ask
you some questions.

Your client swears that they're
innocent of the murder they were
charged with. You're not sure if you
believe them, but it's your job to prove
their innocence in a court of law.

Before you deal the final blow to your
enemy, you decide to regale them with
tales of your previous victories on the
battlefield – just so they know how
badly they miscalculated coming to
blows with you.

To the best of your recollection, what
did you see last night?

Convince the jury that your client
couldn't possibly have done the crime!

It's Not What
It Looks Like

Soap Opera

A Letter
From Yourself

Someone has walked in on you in the
middle
of
a
ridiculous
and
embarrassing situation – but it's not
what it looks like!

With more twists per minute than any
other fictional medium, soap operas
are all about intense people and the
unbelievable drama that happens to
them.

You open your mailbox to find a letter,
from yourself, from the future.
Something terrible will happen to you
later today – something so bad you
need to stop it from ever happening!

Come up with a crazy soap opera plot
and regale us with its ridiculous twists
and turns!

What terrible event is your future self
trying to warn yourself about?

Time Capsule

Epic Quitting
Story

Fulfilling The
Terms Of The Will

A long time ago, a time capsule was
buried in front of city hall – and today
is the day it gets opened! You decide to
witness the unveiling of this blast
from the past.

Day after day, you've put up with your
terrible coworkers, awful bosses,
disgusting coffee, blocked websites,
and a super-uncomfortable chair – and
you've finally had enough!

A long-lost relative has died and left
you their entire estate. You're thankful
for the inheritance, but you wish you
didn't have to jump through all these
hoops to receive it!

Tell us what strange examples from
history were buried in the time
capsule!

Quit your job in the most epic way
possible!

What crazy things must you do to get
your inheritance?

Tell us what looks like is happening –
and explain what's actually going on.

What epic feats have you achieved on
the field of battle?

Campfire Story

You've Been
Served

Senior Prank

There's a tradition of sharing scary
stories with your friends while
roasting marshmallows over a
campfire. When it's finally your turn,
you have a story in mind that you
know will really scare your friends!

Your job is to serve subpoenas to
witnesses to compel them to testify.
Of course, this witness isn't having it –
they flee the scene the moment you
pull out the envelope.

Your senior year is almost finished.
Your whole life is ahead of you, but
you want to make sure your
classmates remember you – it's time
for an epic senior prank!

Share your scary campfire story with
us!

Hunt the witness down with whatever
force is necessary – they must show up
in court!

Pull off an epic prank – and make sure
it will echo through the halls of
history.

Movie Trailer

Deserted Island

Your Life Flashes
Before Your Eyes

We all hate when there's twenty
minutes of trailers before the movie,
but this one really caught your eye –
and now you can’t wait for the movie
to come out!

You wake up, alone, on an island,
surrounded by debris. You don't know
if anyone's coming to your rescue, so
you take it into your own hands.

As you face the end of your existence,
your life flashes before your eyes. In
this moment, you see your entire life
played out in order, from your earliest
memories to your untimely end.

What scenes from the trailer really
grabbed your attention?

Using your wits, as well as things
found on the island, how will you
escape?

Art Film

Bucket List

Dewey Decimal
Or Die

Art films can often be both thoughtful
and really insane. Couched in
metaphor, an art film could really be
about anything!

It's fun to come up with things that
you'd like to do in your life – and
putting them all on a list means you
have goals to strive for!

Library forces are converging on your
position – your library book is overdue
and they're going to get it back by
force!

Using the most random Plot Cards you
have, tell us about a crazy art film you
saw. What you think it all meant?

Tell us what's at the top of your bucket
list!

The only way to survive is to return
your book to the library and pay the
late fee – before it becomes a debt you
can only pay in blood!

Three Wishes

Faking
Your Death

Illuminating
The Illuminati

In an antique shop, you discover
something that will change your life
forever – a magic lamp with a Genie
inside! Three wishes will be granted to
you, but use them wisely – there's no
taking them back!

You're tired of your life and you want
to start anew – so you decide to fake
your death! It'll take a lot of careful
planning to make sure no one
suspects.

You're not just wearing your tinfoil hat
because it looks cool – it's so the
government can’t read your thoughts!
You've always known there was a vast
conspiracy, but you couldn’t prove it –
until now!

What are your three wishes?

How do you successfully fake your
death?

Tell us about your life, from start to
finish.

Tell us what's really going on, you
crazy kook!

Vote For Me!

Curses!

Jury Duty

Election after election, nothing ever
changes – and you're sick of it! You
know you can do better, so you decide
to run for office!

You thought you were just having a
bad day, but as more and more
accidents happen around you, you're
drawn to one conclusion – you've been
cursed!

It’s your worst nightmare – you got
called for jury duty! You decide to
make sure you're not chosen as a juror
– by any means necessary.

Why we should vote for you on
election day?

How do you remove the curse put on
you before the 'accidents' start to
escalate?

How do you prove that you're a
terrible candidate to serve on the jury?

Worst Day Ever

Going On Strike

Humanity
On Trial

This day just keeps getting worse and
worse! If things keep going the way
they have been, this will definitely
qualify as the worst day ever.

You and your coworkers have finally
had enough of the terrible working
conditions and have called a strike. It's
pickets, chants, and idle hands until
management meets your demands!

With a bright flash, an all-powerful
alien appears in front of you. This
being tells you that humanity is being
put on trial – and it's up to you to make
the case for our continued existence!

What will it take to get you back to
work?

How do you prove to the alien that we
deserve to exist?

Truth or Dare

How A Bill
Becomes Law

Without A
Parachute

It's time for a game of the age-old
classic – Truth or Dare.

In this crazy, mixed-up world,
sometimes the rule of law is needed to
contain the insanity. To that end,
you've come up with a great idea for a
new law that will solve all of life's
problems.

You always wanted to go skydiving
and it's just as thrilling as you hoped –
until you pull the cord and find that
your parachute won't open!

It all started the moment you woke up
this morning. Tell us how your day just
kept getting worse from there!

Choose Truth and tell us about your
most embarrassing experience or pick
Dare and tell us the crazy things your
friends make you do! Which answer
will you choose?

Pulling Off
The Heist
After casing the joint and considering
every angle – it’s time to get this bank
heist started! You and your team plan
to steal twenty million dollars from
the secured vault.
How do you get in, get the money, and
get out – all without getting caught?

Tell us exactly what your new law will
do!

Using your wits – and anything that
might be left in your pockets – tell us
how you try to survive the fall!

